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は，17世紀に Sir William Templeと新旧論争を展開


































































































1598年 Hakluyt, Richard（1552?―1616）The principal
navigations, voyages, traffiqvs and discoveries of the Eng-





An excellent treatise of the kingdome of China, and
of the estate and government thereof: Printed in Latine
at Macao a citie of the Portugals in China, An. Dom. 1590.
andwrittenDialogue―wise. The speakers arreLinus, Leo,
and Michael.
And among these sects there are threemore famous then
the rest: the first is of them that professe the doctrine
of one Confucius a notable philosopher. This man（as
it is reported in the history of his life）was one of most
upright and incorrupt maners, whereof he wrote sundry
treatises very pithily and largely, which above all other
books, are seriously read and perused by the Chinians.
（II.ii.97）
17世紀
1625年 Purchas, Samuel（1577?―1625）, Pvrchas his
pilgrimes , 5 vols., London. これはイギリスで最初に刊
行された大航海記集である。
A discourse of China
Of all the noblest Sciences they are best skilled in
morall Philosophie（naturall, theyhaveratherobscured）
and being ignorant of Logicke, they deliver thoseEthicke
precepts in confused sentences and discourses without
order by meere naturall wit. Their greatest Philosopher
is called Confutius, whom I finde to have beene borne
551. yeeres before the coming of Christ, and to have lived
above 70. yeeres, by example as well as precept exciting
to vertue, accounted a very holy man. And if wee marke
his sayings and doings, wee must confesse few of our
Ethnicke Philosopers before him, and many behinde.
Butwith theChinois, hisword isauthoritie, andnospeech
of his is called in question; the Learned, yea the Kings
also, ever since worshipping him, not as a God, but as
a Man; and his posteritie are much esteemed, the head
of that familie inheriting by grant of Kings a title of great
honour, with immunities and revenues answerable.（III.
ii.384）
1669年 Webb, John（1611―1672）, An historical essay
endeavoring a probability that the language of the empire
of China is the primitive language , London. これは中国
語がエジプトの象形文字と関係があるとする。
They were not without some knowledge of CHRIST,
as theBookswrittenby theirPhilosopherConfutius, stiled
the Plato of the Chinois is manifest; he being an Author
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of as sublime and profoundAuthority with them, as either
Plato or Aristotle with us....（88）
1671年のMontanus,Arnoldus（1625?―1683）,AtlasChin-
ensis , London.モンタヌスは Atlas Japannensis（1670）
などを編纂したとされるオランダ人。
This Confut（according to Semedo ’s testimony）a
Man of a good Inclination, Careful, Politick, a great lover
of Vertue and of the publick Good. He is at this day
amongst thePhilosophers call’d by theSir―nameofGreat-
est of all, and accountedMaster and Teacher to the whole
Empire; and the Books which he hath written, andWords
which he spake, are look’d upon as Oracles. How highly
he was esteem’d, and how great a respect they bare to
his Books, appears in this, that they believe it the great-
est wickedness to doubt or alter any thing that he hath
written. They reckon him the most accomplish’d of all
Philosophers; nay, all Arguments of those that Dispute
against his Doctrine, are convinced by these words, viz.
Ipse dixt, He said them himself .（556）
1690年 Temple,William,Sir（1628―1699）,Miscellanea
the second part. In four essays. I. Upon ancient and mod-





That there were many Volumes, written of old in Natu-
ral Philosophy among them: That near the Age of Soc-
rates , lived their Great and Renowned Confutius , who
began the same Design, of reclaiming men, from the
useless and endless Speculations of Nature, to those of
Morality.
1691年 The morals of Confucius . これは，La Morale
de Confucius（Amsterdam, 1688）の英訳。孔子の思
想，著書などを大きく扱っている。
Confucius, throughout his Doctrine, had no other in-
tent than to dissipate the Mists of the Mind, to extirpate
Vice, and re―establish that Integrity which he affirm’d
to have been a Present from Heaven. And the more eas-
ily to attain this end, he exhorted all those that heard
his Instruction, to obey Heaven, to fear and serve it, to
love his Neighbour as himself, to conquer and submit
his Passions unto Reason, to do nothing, say nothing,
nor think nothing contrary to it. And what was more re-
markable, he recommended nothing to others, either in
Writing or by word of Mouth, which he did not first prac-
tise himself. His Disciples also had for him a Veneration
so extraordinary, that they sometimes made no scruple
to pay him those Honors, which were us’d to be render’d
to those only that sat upon the Throne....（21―2）
1694年 Wotton,William（1666―1727）, Reflections upon







Sir William Temple knows very well, That the whole
ChineseHistory depends upon the sole Authority ofMar-
tinius, and those Missionaries who published Confucius
lately at Paris. Martinius (z) tells his Reader that he
was obliged to learn Sixty Thousand independent Char-
acters before he could read the Chinese Authors with
Ease. This is, without all doubt, an excellent Method to
propagate Learning, when Eight, or Ten of the best Years
of a Man’s Life must be spent in learning to read. The
most considerable Specimen of Chinese Learning that
we have, is in the Writings of Confucius; which if F. Cou-
plet and his Companions had Printed under their own
Names, Sir William Temple would have been one of the
first (a) that would have called those Rules and Instruc-
tions discoursed of with great Compass of Knowledge, Ex-
cellence of Sense, Reach of Wit, illustrated with Elegance
of Stile, and Aptness of Similitudes and Examples , an in-
coherent Rhapsody of moral Sayings, which good Sense
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and tolerable Experience might have furnished any Man
with.（144―5）




be happy, so long as Interest, Ambition, and false Policy
should reign in all these Petty Courts; resolved to preach
up a severe Morality, to prevail upon Men to contemn
Riches and worldly Pleasures, and esteem Temperance,
Justice, and other Vertues; to inspire them with Gran-
deurandMagnanimityproofagainstallHumaneRespects,
a Sincerity incapable of the least disguise, even in respect
of the greatest Princes; in fine, a kind of Life that should
oppose the Passions, and should intirely cultivate Rea-
son and Vertue.（201―2）
18世紀
1704年 Churchill, Awnsham,A collection of voyages and




Kung Fu Zu, whom in our Parts we vulgarly call Con-
fucius , is the greatest Oracle in China , and more cele-
brated and applauded there, than S.Paul is in theChurch.
In order to give some account of him, I will here set down
the principal Passages of a Book there is in that Nation,
intituled, A Description of the Wonders and Miracles of
Confucius. The Book is full of Cuts, with the Exposition
and Account of every one of them. F. Trigaucius, lib . I.
cap. 5. assigns the Birth of this Man to be 551 Years be-
fore the Incarnation of the son of God. Others of his So-
ciety, whose Opinion I follow, affirm, that he was 645
Years before the coming of our Redeemer.（I. 123）
1705年 Pufendorf, Samuel, Freiherr von（1632―1694）,
An introduction to the history of the kingdoms and states
of Asia, Africa and America , London. 孔子は高く評価
されている。
Having done with the Imperial Race of Cheva, it will
be proper, before we go any further, to say somewhat
here of the Famous Chinese Philosopher Confutius or
Cungfucius , who was also Legislator of these People:
There are few or no Cities at this Day where there is
not a Pallace and a stately Colledge dedicated to him,
with these Inscriptions in Gold Characters, To the Great
Master: To the Great King of Knowldge: to the Saint: To
the Wise , &c.（239―240）
1711年 Addison, Joseph（1672―1719）, The spectator ,
no. 68（Friday, May 18）これはイギリスの定期刊行
物の中で最も有名なものである。
Among the several fine things which have been spoken
of it, I shall beg Leave to quote some out of a very an-
cient Author, whose Book would be regarded by our
Modern Wits as one of the most shining Tracts of Mo-
rality that is extant, if it appeared under the Name of a
Confucius , or of any celebrated Grecian Philosopher: I
mean the little Apocryphal Treatise entitled, The Wisdom
of the Son of Sirach.（1714, Vol. II. 387）
1719年 Gildon, Charles（1665―1724）, The life and
strange surprising adventures of Mr. D.....De F..., of Lon-
don, Hosier , London. これは Defoeに対する反論を意
図した作品で，中国を擁護している。
What sort of Christians they make, is evident from that
great Noise and Stir, which has been made some years
before the Congregation De Propaganda Fide in Rome
itself;where ithasbeenprov’d,evenbyRomanCatholicks,
that the Jesuit Missionaries in China have onlyh incor-
porated theHeathenReligion of that Place into thatwhich
the Romish Church professes; and that they have ad-
mitted Confucius into the Kalendar among the Saints,
to be pray’d to, as well as St Peter and St Paul , and the
Virgin Mary .（33）
1720年 Defoe,Daniel（1661―1731）, Serious reflections
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during the life and surprising adventures of Robinson Cru-
soe, London. デフォーは徹底的に中国を攻撃した。
As to their Religion, ’tis all summ’d up in Confucius
his Maxims, whose Theology, I take to be a Rhapsody
of Moral Conclusions; a Foundation, or what we may call
Elements of Polity, Morality and Superstition, huddl’d
together in a Rhapsody of Words, without Consistency,
and indeed with very little Reasoning in it: Then ’tis re-
ally not so much as a refin’d Paganism....（133）
1724年 Burnet, Gilbert（1643―1715）, An abridgment
of Bishop Burnet’s history of his own times , London.ギ
ルバートはスコットランドの宗教家で，歴史家。
He（Sir William Temple）had a true Judgement in
Affairs, and very good Principles with relation to Govern-
ment; but in what related to Religion, he was very cor-
rupt himself, and endeavoured to infect all that came
near him. He was a great admirer of the Sect of Confu-
cius in China , who were Atheists themselves, but left
Religion to the Rabble.（197）
1727年 Kempfer, Engelbeert（1651―1716）, The history
of Japan, 2 vols, London.この著書は，ケンペルが 1690
年に日本を訪れた際の体験に基づいている。日本に関
する最も詳細な記録である。
It is no wonder then, that the chimerical, and in several
particulars incomprehensible doctrine of Roosi was not
able to stand its ground against the reasonable and pleas-
ing moral of Confutius , but was, as it were, smother’d
in its Infancy, and insensibly decreased, in proportion
as the adherents of Confutius increas’d, of whom there
was a concourse from all parts of the Empire almost be-
yond imagination. He died in the seventy third year of
his age, leaving behind him many able Men, who propa-
gatedhisDoctrineandPhilosophy,notonlybyttheirteach-
ing it to others, but gather’d all his wise Sentences and
moral Maxims, which he communicated to them in his
Life―time, into a Book, which is call’d Siudo, that is, the
Philosophical way of Life, or the way of Life agreeable to
Philosophy , which ever since, for now upwards of two
thousand years hath been look’d upon as a performance
incimparable in its kind, and an excellent Pattern of a
good and virtuous Life; a Book extoll’d not only by the
admirers of Confutius , but admir’d for its Morals and
political Maxims, even by the adherents of the Budsdo
and other Religions, in the very same manner, as the
Writings of the ancient Greek and Roman Philosophers,
which have escap’d the common shipwreck of time, de-
servedly stand the admiration of all Europe, and a last-
ing Monument of the excellent Genius of their great
Authors.（247）
1730年 Tindal, Matthew（1653?―1733）, Christianity
as old as the creation , London. ティンダルは理神論を
提唱した。この中で，孔子を擁護している。
I am so far from thinking the Maxims of Confucius ,
and Jesus Christ to differ; that I think the plain and sim-
ple Maxims of the former, will help to illustrate the more
obscure Ones of the latter, accomodated to the then
Way of speaking.（342）
1733年 Picart, Bernard（1673―1733）, The ceremonies
and religious customs of the idolatrous nations; together
with historical ... discourses , London. 宣教師報告などに
基づいている記録。日本関係は，ケンペルの『日本
誌』に負っている。
CONFUCIUS was seventy three Years old before he died,
but spent the latter Part of his Days in Sorrow and Afflic-
tion, being mortified with Respecting on the reigning
Vices of the Age. A little before his last Sickness discours-
ing on the Doctrine which he had endeavoured to estab-
lished, he said, the Mountain is fallen; a lofty Machiue
has been demolish’d. A few Days before his Death he thus
addressed himself to his Pupils: Since our Kings no longer
regard my Precepts, I am now useless to the World, and
therefore ’tis high Time for me to go hence and be no more.
（IV. 201）
TheWorks ofConfucius carry suchWeight andAuthor-
ity along with them, .... that it would be look’d upon as
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an enormous Crime, to make any Additions or Amend-
ments to them, or to distrust and controvert the Truth
of his Doctrine. He is always look’d upon as an infalli-
ble Doctor, and the supreme Master of all Arts and Sci-
ences.（IV. 202）
1736年 Du Halde, Jeam―Buptiste（1674―1743）, The
general history of China , 4 vols, London. これは，宣教
師報告を纏めたもの。Du Halde自身は，中国を訪れ
たことは無い。
The TA HIO , or The School of Adults . The first Clas-
sical or Canonical Book of Confucius .
CONFUCIUS is the Author of this Work, and Tseng
seë his Disciple is the Commentator: It is this that Be-
ginners ought to study first, because it is, as it were, the
Porch of the Temple of Wisdom and Virtue: It treats of
the Care we ought to take in governing ones self, that
we may be able afterwards to govern others, and of Per-
severance in the chief Good, which according to him is
but a Conformity of our Actions to right Reason: The
Author calls his Book Ta hio, or the grand Science, be-
cause it was principally designed for Princes and Gran-
dees, who ought to learn to govern their People wisely.
The whole Science of Princes and the Grandees of a
Kingdom, says Confucius, consists in cultivating and per-
fecting the reasonable Nature they have received from
Tien, and in restoring that Light and primitive Clearness
of Judgment, which has been weakened or obscurred
by various Passions, that it may be afterwards in a Con-
dition of labouring to perfect others. To succeed then
we should begin at our selves, and to this End it is nec-
essary to have an insight into the Nature of Things....
（III. 302）
1741年 D’ Argens, Marquis（1704―1771）, Chinese let-
ters , London. これは，フランス語からの翻訳。Gold-
smithの The citizen of the world の種本ともいえるも
の。
What Respect have we not for the Memory of Confu-
cius? Tho’ he has been so many Ages inter mortuos, his
Glory has suffered no Diminution; the whole Empire,
even at this Day reverence him as much as when he
was living. He had then, tho’ he was not a King, as much
Power as a Sovereign; and tho’ he did not govern China
by the Scepter, he conducted and regulated it by his Laws
and Counsel; by his Instruction of Princes he made the
People happy, and by rendering the Subjects virtuous
he establish’d the Throne of the Kings.
The Obligation which the Chinese have to this great
Man, and the Respect which the Emperors pay to his
Memory, have entailed hereditary Nobility on his Fam-
ily for ever, a Privilege which no other enjoys; nor is the
Gratitude of the Nation and its Sovereigns confined to
theseMarksofRespect andEsteem; for theyhaveerected
a stately Tomb for this Philosopher on the Banks of the
River Su in the very Place where he assembled his Dis-
ciples, and where in instructed them.（271）
1743年 Travels of the Jesuits, into various parts of the
world , 2 vols., London. これは，文字通りイエズス会
士の報告書に基づいている。
With regard to the Honours which the Chineze pay
Confucius, and the dead, the Chineze Jews, who seem to
be as adverse to Idolatry as those of Europe , must be
firmly persuaded that they are Ceremonies merely civil
and political: For it they imagined them ever so little su-
perstitious, they certainly would not go into the Hall of
Confucius, with the rest of theDisciplesof thatPhilospher,
to take Degrees; nor would they burn Incense in Hon-
our of their Ancestors.（II. 29）
1744年 Boyle, Robert（1627―1691）, The works of the
Honourable Robert Boyle , 5 vols., London. ボイルは有
名な自然科学者。
Letter to Robert Boyle from Thomas Hyde
Publick Library, Oxon, July 26, 1687. Sir, THE bearer
hereof, the Chinese, hath been with us at Oxford , to
make a catalogue of our Chinese books, and to inform
us about the subjects of them. We have some of Confu-
cius ’s books; but most of what we have is physick. He
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is extremelywell versed inhis own language, having stud-
ied it many years, and alsoConfucius ’s philosophy, which
he doth not praise.（V.591）
1750年 Montesquieu, Charles de Secondat, Baron de
（1689―1755）, The spirit of laws , 2 vols., London. 必 ず
しも孔子批判をしていると判断できない意見である。
The religion of Confucius disowns the immortality of
the soul, and the sect of Zeno did not believe it. These
two sects have drawn from their bad principles conse-
quences, not just indeed, but the most admirable as to
their influence on society.（II. 162）
1754年 The monthly review, or, literary journal by sev-
eral hands , vol. x, London. この Review は，イギリス
で刊行された色々な著作の抜粋を転載している。この
号では，Voltaireの ‘ The general history and state of
Europe, from the time of Charlemain to Charles V. With
a preliminary view of the oriental empires. Written origi-
nally in French by M. de Voltaire.’ について論評して
いる。
Confutsee, whomwe callConfucius, and who flourished
2300 years ago, a little before Pyphagoras, was the foun-
der of this religion, which consists in being just and be-
neficent. He taught and pratised it, both in a state of gran-
deur and in obscurity; one while first minister to a king,
who was tributary to the emperor, then an exile, and re-
duced to extreme poverty. In his lifetime he had five thou-
sand disciples,; and, after his death, his doctrine was em-
braced by the emperors; the colaos, that is, the mandar-
ins; the men of literature, that is, the gentlemen of the
long robe; and in fine, by all but the common people.
His family is still existing, and in a country where there
is no other title of nobility, but that derived from actual
services done their country. It is distinguished from all
other families in memory of its founder. In regard to him-
self, he has no divine honours paid him, these being due
to the Deity alone; but he has such as a man deserves
who has given the purest ideas that human nature, un-
assisted by revelation, can form of the supreme Being.
（203）
1759年 Murphy, Arthur（1727―1805）の The orphan




PROLOGUE . By WILLIAM WHITEHEAD , Esq ;
POET―LAUREAT. Spoken by Mr. HOLLAND.
ENOUGH of Greece and Rome. Th’ exhausted store
Of either nation now can charm no more:
Ev’n adventitious helps in vain we try，
Our triumphs languish in the public eye;
And grave processions，musically stow，
Here pass unheeded，――as a Lord Mayor’s shew.
On eagle wings the poet of to―night
Soars for fresh virtues to the source of light，
To China’s eastern realms: and boldly bears
Confucius’ morals to Britannica’s ears.
1761年 Voltaire, François Marie Arouet（1694―1778）,
The works of M. de Voltaire, London. これはスモレッ
トらがフランス語から英訳したもの。
Ancient and Modern History. Of the Religion of CHINA
CONFUTSEE, by us called Confucius, who flourished
two thousand three hundred years ago, a little before the
time of Pythagoras, established that religion which is
founded upon virtue. He taught and practised it, both in
his elevation and humiliation; sometimes prime―minis-
ter to a king that was tributary to the emperor: sometimes
an exile, fugitive, and indigent. During his life, he had
five thousand disciples; and after his death his doctrince
was embraced by the emperors, the coloa, that is, the
mandarins, the men of letters, and all but the lower class
of people.（I, 25）
1762年 Miscellaneous pieces relating to the Chinese , 2
vols., London. 18世紀中葉の中国ブームを引き起こし
た著作の一つ。
Ricci most diligently observed the principal of these
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directions, and by their means invited and drew many
persons of all ranks in China into the church he had
founded. He lived, wrote, converted, and dressed like
a Chinese philosopher and scholar. He learning and other
merit recommended him to the persons in power. He
reconciled the ancient religion of the country, in some
measure, to the first principles of theology, and united
the maxims of the great Confucius with the words of life
by delivered Jesus Christ .（II. 18）
1762年 Goldsmith, Oliver（1728―1774）, The citizen of
the world; or letters from a Chinese philosopher , 2 vols.,
London. Public Ledgerに 1760―1年に連載したもの。
中国関係では，最も重要な書簡形式の作品である。
Letter XLVI
I know but of two sects of philosophers in the world
that have endeavoured to inculcate that fortitude is but
an imaginary virtue; I mean the followers of Confucius,
and those who profess the doctrines of Christ. All other
sects teach pride under misfortunes; they alone teach
humility. Night, says our Chinese philosopher, not more
surely follows day, than groans and tears grow out of
pain; when misfortunes, therefore oppress, when tyrants
threaten, it is our interest, it is our duty, to fly even to
dissipation for support, to seek redress from friendship,
to seek redress from that best of friends who loved us
into being.（II. 203）
1764年 Guthrie, William（1708―1770）, A general his-
tory of the world, from the creation to the present time, 12
vols., London. ガスリーは地誌関係の著作が多い。
Upon this occasion, some of the Kin generals gave
noble proofs, that they well understood, and could prac-
tise, thedoctrineof theirgreat legislatorConfucius.（330）
But, about this time, Kuchu, who was tenderly loved by
his father, died. Yelu , however, did not fail to represent
the glory that would attend Oktay, if, master as he was
of the birth―place of the great Confucius, he would cause
the halls and monuments there, dedicated to that great
man, to be repaired, which was accordingly done....（VII.
337）
1765年 Mosheim, Johann Lozenz（1694―1755）, An ec-
clesiastical history, antient and modern, from the birth of
Christ to the beginning of the present century, 2 vols., Lon-
don. Mosheimは，ドイツの著名な歴史家。
The public honours paid to CONFUCIUS twice a year,
used to be performed before his statue, erected in the
great hall or temple, that is dedicated to his memory.
At present they are performed before a kind of Tablet ,
placed in the most conspicuous part of the edifice, with
the following inscription: The Throne of the Soul of the
most Holy, and the most excellent Chief ―teacher Con Fu-
cius.（II.299）
1769年 Smollett, Tobias George（1721―1771）The pre-




The second is the sect of the learned, or disciples of
the so much celebrated Confucius, who left many ad-
mirable precepts of morlaity, and instructed the people
in philosophy. He speaks of God as a most pure and per-
fect principle, and the fountain and essence of all beings.
Tho’ we are told that he prohibited idolatry, he has tem-
ples and images erected to him, and is worshipped with
the profoundest adoration, as appears from the pope’s
decree against the Jesuits, for indulging these converts
in this idolatrous worship.（VII. 64―5）
1771年 Encyclopaedia Britannica; or, a dictionary of
arts and sciences, compiled upon a new plan, 3 vols., Ed-
inburgh. 有名なブリタニカの初版である。
Confucius says in his Kia yu, that the princes who had
governed the empire began at Fou hi to take the name
of Ti or Emperor. The same philosopher says further,
in the treatise Hi―tsee, or commentary upon the Y―king,
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that anciently Fou hi governed China, that Chine nong
succeeded him, that after themHoang―ti, Yao, andChune
were seated on the throne. From so decisive a testimony,
Hou―ou―sang, and several others with him, have not
doubted, that these five princes named by Confucius
were the Ou―ti, or five emperors.（II. 191）




be happy, so long as avarice, ambition, voluptuousness,
and false policy should regin in this manner, resolved
to preach up a severe morality; and accordingly he be-
gan to enforce temperance, justice, and other virtues, to
inspire a contempt of riches and outward pomp, to ex-
cite tomagnanimity and a greatness of soul,which should
make men incapable of dissimulation and insincerity;
use all the means he could think of, to redeem his coun-
trymen from a life of pleasure to a life of reason. He was
every where known, and as much beloved. His extensive
knowledge and great wisdom soon made him known:
his integrity, and the splendor of his virtues made him
beloved. Kings were governed by his counsels, and the
people reverenced him as a faint. He was offered several
high offices in the magistracy, which he sometimes ac-
cepted; but never from a motive of ambition, which he
was not at all concerned to gratify, but always with a view
of reforming a corrupt state, and amending mankind: for
he never failed to resign those offices, as soon as he per-
ceived that he could be no longer useful in them.（I. 4―
5）
1774年 Dodsley, Robert（1703―1764）, The economy
of human life. Complete in two parts. Translated from an
Indian manuscript written by an ancient Bramin. In a let-
ter from an English gentleman residing at China, to the
Earl of ************, London.イギリスの出版業者で，
詩，戯曲などの作品を残した。
The judgments and opinions of the Bonzees, and the
learned doctors, are very much divided concerning it.
Those who admire it the most highly, are very fond of
attributing it to Confucius, their own great philosopher;
and get over the difficulty of its being written in the lan-
guage and character of the ancient Brachmans, by sup-
posing this to be only a translation, and that the origi-
nal work of Confucius is lost. Some will have it to be the
institutes of Lao―Kiun, anotherChinesephilosopher, con-
temporary with Confucius, and founder of the sect Ta-
ossee; but these labour under the same difficulty, in re-
gard to the language, with those who attribute it to Con-
fucius.（xvii―xviii）
1774年 Home Kames, Henry（1696―1782）, Sketches
of the history of man , 2 vols., Edinburgh. スコットラン
ド出身で，裁判官であり，哲学者であった。
The religion of Confucius, professed by the literati
and persons of rank in China and Tonquin, consists in
a deep inward veneration for the God or King of heaven,
and in the practice of every moral virtue. They have nei-
ther temples, nor priests, nor any settled form of exter-
nal worship: every one adores the supreme Being in the
manner he himself thinks best. This is indeed the most
refined system of religion that ever took place among
men. There is however an invincible objection against
it ....（II. 403）
1775年 Johnstone, Charles（1719?―1800?）, The pil-
grim: or, a picture of life , 2 vols., Dublin. ジョンストン
は風刺小説家。
“But what was the opinion of Confutsee?” said he,
“Which of these accounts did he admit? Or did he reject
both, and substitute another of his own?”
I replied, that our great law―giver had never declared
any opinion concerning matters of mere speculation, and
which could be of no service to mankind to know, even
if there was a possibility of knowing them with certainty.
“Barbarous ignorance!” said he, directing himself to
his attendants, “matters of speculation of no service to
mankind! As if any thing of vulgar use could be of equal
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service with that which gives the amplest field for the
display of human reason!”（I. 155）
1776年 Gibbon, Edward（1737―1794）, The history of





1巻，1781年に第 2巻と 3巻，1788年に第 4巻から
6巻までが刊行された。
Had Zoroaster, in all his institutions, invariably sup-
ported this exalted character, his name would deserve
a place with those of Numa and Confucius, and his sys-
tem would be justly entitled to all the applause, which
it has pleased some of our Divines, and even some of
our philosophers, to bestow on it.（I. 206）（Second ed.）
1776年 Camoes, Luis de（1524―1580）, The Lusiad; or,
the discovery of India , Oxford. カモエンスは有名なポ
ルトガルの国民的詩人。William Julius Mickleがつけ
た注は，孔子に批判的である。
Confucius, who, according to their histories, had been
in the West about 500 years before the Christian aera,
appears to be only the confirmer of their old opinions;
but the accounts of him and his doctrine are involved
in uncertainty. In their places of worship however, boards
are set up, inscribed, This is the seat of the son of Confu-
cius, and to these and their ancestors they celebrate sol-
emn sacrifices, without seeming to possess any idea of
the intellectual existence of the departed mind. The Jes-
uit Ricci, and his brethren of the Chinese mission, very
honestly told their converts, that Tien was the God of the
Christians, and that the label of Confucius was the term
by which they expressed his divine majesty. But after
a long and severe scrutiny at the Court of Rome, Tien
was found to signify nothing more than heavenly or uni-
versal matter , and the Jesuits of China were ordered to
renounce this heresy.（470）
1776年 Raynal, abbé（Guillaume―Thomas―François）
（1713―1796）, A philosophical and political history of the
settlements and trade of the Europeans in the East and
West Indies , 4 vols., London. レイナールはフランスの
歴史家。
CONFUCIUS, inwhose actions anddiscourses precept
was joined to example, and whose memory and doctrine
are equally embraced and revered by all classes and sects
whatsoever, was the founder of the national religion of
China. His code contains a system of natural law, which
ought to be the ground―work of all religions, the rule
of society, and standard of all governments. He taught
that reason was an emanation of the Deity; and that the
supreme law consisted in the harmony between nature
and reason. The religion that runs in opposition to these
two guides of human life, does not come from heaven.
（I. 99―100）
1779年 Carver, Jonathan（1710―1780）, The new uni-
versal traveller, London. これは「旅行家」が語る形式
をとった作品で，類書は少なくない。
Confucius is said to have composed many valuable
books, yet extant, on the subjects of moral science, in
which, however, he modestly acknowledged, that he had
only collected into a body the scattered fragments of pre-
ceding legislators and philosophers. According to the
most authentic account, he died at the age of seventy―
three, of a lethargy, occasioned by sorrow for the obstruc-
tions he had experienced in his endeavours to reform
the manners, and promote the happiness of mankind.
His death was universally lamented in all the provinces
of China, the inhabitants of which have ever since hon-
oured him as a saint, and established such a veneration
for his memory, as never before was attained by a phi-
losopher in any other age or nation.（18）
1780年 Hurd, william, A new universal history of the
religious rites , London. ハードについては不詳。
The morals of the people of China, having been shock-
ingly corrupted by the errors and blasphemies of these
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impostors, a person arose to reform all the abuses that
had crept in, whether relating to government, religion,
morals or philosophy. This illustrious person was Confu-
cius , a man, noble by birth, of a sweet, natural temper,
and adorned by a liberal education. According to the best
accounts, he was born about four hundred and fifty years
before the incarnation of our Saviour, and we shall here
relate what is said concerning him.（60）
1785年 The oriental chronicles of the times...supposed
to have been written in the spirit of prohecy, By Confucius
the Sage , London. 孔子が書いたとタイトルで謳って
るが，内容は中国とは関係なく，Charles James Fox
批判を意図している作品。
Here the words of the wife, and their sable sayings,
as they are taken from their mouths by Confucius , the
Chinese Scribe, although a stranger in Britain.（3―4）
1791年 Boswell, James（1740―1795）,The life of Samuel
Johnson, LL. D ., 2 vols., London. ボズウェルは，この
『ジョンソン伝』で有名になった。 2種類の初版があ
る。
MRS. KNOWLES. “Must we then go by implicit faith?”
JOHNSON. “Why, Madam, the greatest part of our knowl-
edge is implicit faith; and as to religion, have we heard
all that a disciple of Confucius, all that a Mahometan can
say for himself?” He then rose again into a passion, and
attacked the young proselyte in the severest terms of
reproach, so that both the ladies seemed to be much
shocked.（II, 232）
1793年 Maurice, Thomas（1754―1824）, Indian antiqui-
ties: or, dissertations , Vol. 5, London. モーリスは東洋
関係の歴史家。多くの著作がある。
Confucius, the noblest and most divine philosopher
of the pagan world, was himself the innocent occasion
of the introduction of the numerous and monstrous idols
that in after―ages disgraced the temples of China; for,
having in his dying moments encouraged his disconso-
late disciples by prophecying Si Fam Yeu Xim Gin, in
occidente erit Sanctus, in the west the Holy One will ap-
pear ....（V. 31）
1794年 Paine, Thomas（1737―1809）,The age of reason,
London. アメリカ独立，フランス革命などに関係した
イギリス人。本書では，キリスト教を攻撃した。
Nothing that is here said can apply, even with the most
distant disrespect, to the real character of Jesus Christ.
He was a virtuous and an amiable man. The morality that
he preached and practised was of the most benevolent
kind; and though similar systems of morality had been
preached by Confucious, and by some of the Greek phi-
losophers, many years before; by the Quakeers since;
and by many good men in all ages; it has not been ex-
ceeded by any.（5）
1795年 Pauw, Cornelius de（1739―1799）Philosophi-
cal dissertations of the Egyptians and Chinese, 2 vols., Lon-
don. 中国人とエジプト人との関係を論じたもの。
According to some discoveries, the name of Confucius
didnotbecomeverycelebratedinChinauntilabout twelve
hundred years after the reputed time of his birth. It was
in the eighth century of our era, that the emperorHiven―
tsong gave him the name of King of Letters; but he lost
that vain and bombastic title under the dynasty of Ming.
（II, 194―5）




The family of Confucius is, in my opinion, the most illus-
trious in the world. After a painful ascent of eight or ten
centuries, our barons and princes of Europe are lost in
the darkness of the middle ages; but, in the vast equal-
ity of the empire of China, the posterity of Confucius
havemaintained, above two thousand twohundredyears,
their peaceful honours and perpetual succession. The
chief of the family is still revered, by the sovereign and




tic account of an embassy from the king of Great Britain
to the emperor of China, 3 vols., London.ストートンは，
Lord Macartneyと共に 1792年にイギリス使節として
中国に赴いた。
The temples of Pekin are not equal to its palaces. The
religion of the Emperor is new in China, and its worship
is performed with most magnificence in Tartary. The
mandarines, the men of letters, from whom are selected
the magistrates who goveern the empire, and possess
the upper ranks of life, venerate rather than they adore
Confucius; and meet to honour and celebrate his mem-
ory in halls of a simple but neat construction.（III, 119）
1799年 Zimmermann, JohannGeorg（1728―1795）,Re-
flections on men and things , London. スイスの著名な
医学者。
Confucius said, as a man, he could not exclude him-
self from the society of men, and consort with beasts;
that bad as the timeswere he coulddoallwithinhis power
to recal men to virtue, and if mankind would but once
embrace it, and submit themselves to its discipline, and
laws, they would neither want him, or any one else, to
instruct them.（221）
1800年 Herder, Johann Gottfried（1744―1803）, Out-




The adherents of Confucius, of Laotsee and Fo, and even
jews and jesuits, when received into the state, dwell to-
gether in peace. Their laws are unalterably founded on
morals; their morals, on the sacred book of experience:
their emperor is their sovereignpontif, the sonofHeaven,
the protector of ancient custom, the soul of the body poli-
tic pervading all it’s members.（291）
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1785 The critical review, vol. 60, London.
1785 The lounger. A periodical paper, Edinburgh.
1785 The new register, London.
1785 The oriental chronicles of the times: being the translation of a Chinese manuscript; with
notes historical, critical, and explanatory...Confucius, London.
1785 Bennett, John, Curate of St. Mary’s,
Manchester
The advantages...schools; a discourse, Manchester.
1785 Coke, William A poetical essay on the early part of education, Oxford.
1785 Defoe, Daniel The whole life and strange surprising adventures, 2 vols., London.
1785 Mavor, William The geographical magazine, or, a
1785 Moore, John Hamilton A new and complete collection of voyages and travels, 2 vols., London.
1785 Noyes, Robert Miscellanies in verse and prose; containing,
1785 O’Beirne, Thomas Lewis A gleam of comfort to this distracted, London, 2nd ed.
1785 Paley, William The principles of moral and political philosophy, London.
1785 Pope, Alexander The poetical works of Alexander Pope, 3 vols., Glasgow.
1785 Salmon, Thomas Salmon’s geographical and astronomical, London.
1785 Stiles, Ezra The United States elevated to glory and honor, Worcester, 2nd ed.
1785 Toulmin, Joshua Dissertations on the internal evidences and excellence of Christianity: and on the char-
acter of Chirist, compared with, London.
1785 Watson, Richard A collection of theological tracts, 6 vols., Cambridge.
1785 Willett, Ralph A description of the library at Merly in the county, London.
1785 Worthington, Hugh Discourses on various subjects, evangelical, London.
1786 Charter and statutes of the Royal Irish Academy, Dublin.
1786 Harrison’s British classicks. Vol. VI, 6 vols., London.
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1786 The annual register, or a view of the history, politics, London, 4th ed.
1786 The critical review, London.
1786 The new annual register, or general repository of history, London.
1786 The new novelist’s magazine; or, entertaining library, 2 vols., London.
1786 The progress of fashion: exhibiting a view of its influence, London.
1786 Freeholder Pou―rou: an historical and critical enquiry, London.
1786 Hervey, Frederic The naval, commercial, and general history, 5 vols., London, 2nd ed.
1786 Lady A sketch of universal history, from the earliest times, London.
1786 Murphy, Arthur The works of Arthur Murphy, Esq, 7 vols., London.
1786 Swediauer, Franz The philosophical dictionary: or, 4 vols., London.
1786 Trusler, John Chronology; or, the historian’s vade―mecum, London, 12th ed.
1786 Young lady The history of Jessy Evelin. By a young lady, Dublin.
1787 The critical review, London.
1787 Adams, John A defence of the constitutions of government, 3 vols., London.
1787 Anderson, Adam An historical and chronological deduction of, 4 vols., London.
1787 Barlow, Joel The vision of Columbus: a poem, in nine books, London.
1787 Bennett, John, Curate of St. Mary’s,
Manchester
Strictures on...education; chiefly as it relates, London.
1787 Gladwin, Francis A dictionary of the religious ceremonies, Calcutta.
1787 Grellmann, Heinrich Moritz Gottlieb Dissertation on the gipsies, London.
1787 Lamont, David Sermons. By David Lamont, 2 vols., Edinburgh.
1787 McCalman, Godfrey A natural, commercial and medical., Glasgow.
1787 Mirabeau, Gabriel―Honorre de Ri-
quetti, comte de.
Enquiries...consequences of arbitrary imprisonment, 2 vols., London.
1787 Riquetti, Honore.. Enquiries concerning lettres de cachet, 2 vols., London.
1787 Steward, George Reflections, moral and political, 2 vols., Edinburgh.
1787 The Royal Irish Academy The transactions of the Royal Irish Academy, 7 vols., Dublin.
1787 Twiss, Richard Chess, 2 vols., London.
1788 An entertaining, improving and instructive miscellany, Berlin.
1788 The flowers of modern travels; being, 2 vols., London.
1788 The novelist’s magazine. Vol. XXIII. Containing Rasselas, 23 vols., London.
1788 The poetry of the world, 2 vols., London.
1788 The young gentleman and ladies monitor, being a collection, Belfast.
1788 Campbell, William An examination of the Bishop of Cloyne’s, Belfast.
1788 Christie, Thomas Miscellanies: literary, philosophical, London.
1788 Colman, George The connoisseur. By Mr. Town, 4 vols., London.
1788 DeCordova, Joshua Hezekiah Emet ve―emunah Reason and...the necessity of revelation, Jamaica.
1788 Grosier, Jean―Baptiste A general description of China, 2 vols., London.
1788 Milne, Colin A sermon preached before the grand lodge, London.
1788 More, Hannah Thoughts on the importance of the manners, London, 2nd ed.
1788 Pasquin, Anthony The children of Thespis. A poem, London, 2nd ed.
1788 Seally, John The lady’s encyclopedia: or, a concise analysis, 3 vols., London.
1788 Simpson, David Sacred literature: shewing the holy scriptures, Birmingham.
1788 Sonnerat, Pierre A voyage to the East―Indies and China, 2 vols., Calcutta.
1788 Towers, Joseph Memoirs of the life and reign of Frederick the, 2 vols., London.
1788 Trusler, John The habitable world described, or the present, 20 vols., London.
1788 Vincent, William A charge delivered from the chair, at a meeting, London.
1788 Walker, Hannah Thoughts on the importance of the manners, London.
1789 Hartly House, Calcutta. In three volumes, London.
1789 Moral and philosophical estimates of the state and faculties, 4 vols., London.
1789 The complete letter―writer; or, polite English secretary, 2 vols., London.
1789 The new annual register, or general repository of history, London.
1789 The western county magazine, for the year, Salisbury.
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1789 Frederick II, King of Prussia Correspondence. Letters between...M. d’Alembert. Translated from the French by Tho-
mas, London.
1789 Frederick II, King of Prussia Posthumous works of Frederick II, 13 vols., London.
1789 Gibbon, Edward Gibbon’s history of the decline and fall of the Roman Empire, 3 vols., London, a new ed.
1789 Gibbon, Edward Memoirs of my life and writings in Miscellaneous works of Edward Gibbon, 2 vols., Lon-
don.
1789 Gordon, William A new geographical grammar, and complete, Edinburgh.
1789 King, Samuel An impartial inquiry into the present state of, Yarmouth.
1789 Lackington, James Lackington’s catalogue for 1789: consisting, London.
1789 Millar, Robert The whole works of the Reverend Robert Millar, 8 vols., Paisley.
1789 Pasquin, Anthony Poems: by Anthony Pasquin, 2 vols., London.
1789 Pauw, Cornelius de. Selections from Les recherches, Bath.
1789 Williams, William Primitive history, from the creation, London.
1790 A new geographical, commercial, and historical grammar, 2 vols., Edinburgh.
1790 A new, royal, and complete system of universal geography, London.
1790 A short reply to the speech intended to be spoken by the, London.
1790 By the King’s royal license and authority. A new royal, London.
1790 Form and foundation, views and laws, London.
1790 The Aberdeen magazine, literary chronicle, and review, 3 vols., Aberdeen.
1790 The British album. Containing the poems of Della Crusca, Dublin.
1790 Addison, Joseph The papers of Joseph Addison, Esq, 4 vols., Edinburgh.
1790 Bell, John Bell’s new Pantheon; or, historical dictionary of...heroes, and fabulous personages, 2 vols.,
London.
1790 Bobbin, Tim The miscellaneous works of Tim Bobbin, Esq., London[i.e. York?].
1790 Brittain, Lewis Principles of the Christian religion and Catholic, London.
1790 Courtenay, John Philosophical reflections on the late revolution, London, 3rd ed.
1790 Defoe, Daniel The life and adventures of Robinson Crusoe, 3 vols., London.
1790 Fletcher, John The portrait of St. Paul: or, the true model for, 2 vols., Shresbury.
1790 Gibbon, Edward Gibbon’s history of the decline and fall of the, 6 vols., Dublin.
1790 Goldsmith, Oliveer The beauties of Goldsmith: or, the moral, Dublin.
1790 Goldsmith, Oliver The bee, a select collection of essays, London, a new ed.
1790 Great Britain, Parliament. House of
Commons
The debate in the House of Commons...on the repeal of the Corporation and Test Acts,
London.
1790 Great Britain. Parliament. House of Commons The debate in the...Tuesday, the 2d March, 1790, on the motion, London.
1790 Haweis, Thomas Essays on the evidence, characteristic, Bath.
1790 Hazlitt, William Discourses for the use of families, on the, London.
1790 Johnson, Roger The songs and description, of the pantomime, London.
1790 Lady Geography and history. Selected by a lady, for the use, London.
1790 Leigh and Sotheby First day’s sale, Tuesday June 22, London.
1790 Linguest, Simon Nicolas Henri A critical analysis and review, of a...Voltaire’s works; with occasional disquisitions, Lon-
don.
1790 Marryat, Thomas The philosophy of masons. In several epistles...Egypt, to a nobleman, London.
1790 Purbeck, Jane Raynsford Park, a novel. In four volumes, 4 vols., London.
1790 Robinson, Robert The history of baptism, London.
1790 Smellie, William The philosophy of natural history, Edinburgh.
1790 Taylor, Dan. An essay on the truth and inspiration of the Holy, London.
1791 Brucker, Johann Jakob The history of philosophy, 2 vols., London.
1791 Hartley, David Observations on man, his frame, 3 vols., London.
1791 Heckford, William A succinct account of all the religious, London.
1791 Payne, John Universal geography formed into a new and entire, 2 vols., London.
1791 Thomas, George The spirit of general history, Carlisle.
1791 Wakefield, Gilbert An enquiry into the expediency and propriety, London.
1791 Wright, Thomas, novelist Solyman and Fatima; or, the sceptic, 2 vols., London.
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1792 A complete edition of the poets of Great Britain, 13 vols., London.
1792 A description of the series of pictures painted by James, London.
1792 Dissertations and miscellaneous pieces relating to the history, 2 vols., London.
1792 Farrago. containing essay, moral, philosophical, political...on Shakespeare, truth, 2 vols.,
Tewkesbury.
1792 Lessons historical and chronological. Printed for private use, Taunton.
1792 Morse, Jedidiah The American geography; or, a view of the, Dublin, 3rd ed.
1792 The critical review, London.
1792 The new annual register, or general repository of history, London.
1792 Adams, John A second volume of curious anecdotes, ..characteristic traits, London.
1792 Boswell, James The life of Samuel Johnson, LL.D., 3 vols., London.
1792 Carey, William An enquiry into the obligations of Christians, Leicester.
1792 Colet, John Annesley A letter to the Rev. Thomas Coke LLD, London.
1792 Dyer, George An inquiry into the nature of subscription to the, London, 2nd ed.
1792 Ferguson, Adam Principles of moral and political science, 2 vols., Edinburgh.
1792 France The French constitution; as finally decreed by the...Assembly, and accepted by the King,
London.
1792 Geddes, Alexander A Norfolk tale; or, a journal form London to...epilogue, London.
1792 Goldsmith, Oliver The citizen of the world, 2 vols., London.
1792 Graham, William A review of ecclesiastical establishments, Glasgow.
1792 Guthrie, William A new system of modern geography: or, a, London, 5th ed.
1792 Hawker, Robert Sermons on the divinity of Christ, London.
1792 Hobhouse, Benjamin, Sir A treatise on heresy, as cognizable, London.
1792 Lackington, James Memoirs of the first forty―five years of the, London, a new ed.
1792 Lampriere, John Bibliotheca classica; or, a classical dictionary, London, 2nd ed.
1792 Mavor, William Fordyce Vindiciae lanavenses: or strictures, Oxford.
1792 Perks, William The youth’s general introduction to Guthrie’s, London.
1792 Thomson, George, Reverend The spirit of general history, London, 2nd ed.
1792 Valpy, Richard The progress of morality, religion, and laws, Reading.
1792 Voltaire, François Marie Aronet A collection of the tales, and smaller pieces, 2 vols., Edinburgh.
1792 Watson, Richard A charge delivered to the clergy of the, London.
1792 Wilcocks, Joseph Roman conversations, vol. 2, London.
1793 Modern beauties in prose and verse, selected from the most, Darlington.
1793 One pennyworth of pig’s meat; or, lessons for the swinish, 3 vols., London.
1793 Oriental repertory, 2 vols., London.
1793 Roach’s beauties of the modern poets of Great Britain, 6 vols., London.
1793 The Edinburgh repository for polite literature: consisting, Edinburgh.
1793 Adams, John The elements of useful knowledge, London.
1793 Addison, Mr. A collection of interesting anecdotes, memoirs, London.
1793 Barry, James A letter to the Right Honourable the President, London.
1793 Boswell, James The life of Samuel Johnson, LL.D., 3 vols., London.
1793 Cosens, John Sermons on useful and important subjects, 2 vols., London.
1793 Davenport, Samuel, Minister of Hors-
ley
A miscellaneous...moral quotations, in prose and verse, Derby.
1793 The world. By Adam Fitz―Adam, 4 vols., Edinburgh.
1793 Godwin, William An enquiry concerning political justice, 2 vols., Dublin.
1793 Habesci, Elias Objects interesting to the English nation, 2 vols., Calcutta.
1793 Hearn, Thomas A short view of the rise and progress of freedom, London.
1793 King, Thomas Appendix to T. King’s catalogue for 1792, London.
1793 Lackington, James Second volume of Lackington’s catalogue, London.
1793 Maurice, Thomas Indian antiquities: or, dissertations, 5 vols., London.
1793 Maurice, Thomas The history of Hindostan, 7 vols., London.
1793 Newberry, John Geography made easy for children, London.
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1793 Orrell, James Original poems, on a variety of subjects, Bolton.
1793 Pasquin, Anthony Authentic memoirs of Warren Hastings, London, a new ed.
1793 Perks, William The youth’s general introduction to geography, London, 2nd ed.
1793 Robinson, Anthony A short history of the persecution of...heathens, &Christians, Carlisle.
1793 Rochon, Alexis Marie A voyage to Madagascar and the East Indies.
1793 Valpy, Richard Two assize sermons, by R. Valpy, Reading.
1794 A compendious gazetteer; or, pocket companion to the royal, Windsor, 3rd ed.
1794 An historical miscellany of the curiosities and rarities in, 5 vols., London.
1794 Ethic epistles to the Earl of Carnarvon, on the mind, London.
1794 Harrison’s British classicks. Vol. VI. Containing, 6 vols., London.
1794 Kentish register, and monthly miscellany, 2 vols., Canterbury.
1794 Pleasing variety; or, literary amusements, in prose and verse, Edinburgh.
1794 The Britannic magazine; or entertaining repository of heroic, 12 vols., London.
1794 Adams, John A defence of the constitutions of government of, 3 vols., London.
1794 Genlis, Stephanie Felicite A selection from the annals of virtue, Bath.
1794 Combe, William An history of the principal rivers of Great Britain, 2 vols., London.
1794 Defoe, Daniel The history of the Devil, Alnwick.
1794 Disraeli, Isaac Curiosities of literature. Consisting of anecdotes, 2 vols., London.
1794 The world. By Adam Fitz―Adam, 4 vols., London.
1794 Genlis, Stephanie Felicite, comtesse
de.
A selection form the... of Madame Sillery, Bath.
1794 Griffith, Richard The posthumous works of Laurence Sterne, London.
1794 Grub, John Orations on various select subjects, by Mr John Grub, Edinburgh.
1794 Hardy, Thomas The progress of the Christian religion, Edinburgh.
1794 Horne, Melvill Letters on missions; addressed to the Protestant, , Bristol.
1794 Manners―Sutton, Charles A sermon preached before the Lords, London.
1794 Mathias, Thomas James The pursuits of literature, or what you, London.
1794 Member of the Old Church An inquiry into the commission and, London.
1794 M’Neille, Daniel Dogmatism exposed...detected, London.
1794 Ouiseau, J. Practical geography, with the description and use, London.
1794 Paine, Thomas The age of reason, being an investigation of, Paris[i.e. London].
1794 Payne, John Universal geography formed into a new and, 2 vols., Dublin.
1794 Sulivan, Richard.. A view of nature, in letters to a traveller, 6 vols., London.
1794 Thunberg, Charles Travels in Europe, Africa, Asia, 4 vols., London.
1794 Trusler, John The distinction between words esteemed, 2 vols., London, 3rd ed.
1794 Tytler, James Paine’s Age of reason, with remarks, Belfast.
1794 Voltaire, François Marie Aronet Romances, tales, and smaller pieces, 2 vols., London.
1794 Wakefield, Gilbert An examination of the age of reason, by Thomas Paine, , London.
1794 Wiseman, Charles, notary public Epistolae commerciales, or...languages, viz. Italian, English, Leeds, 2nd ed.
1795 An historical, geographical, and philosophical view of the Chinese empire, London.
1795 Beautiful extracts, of prosaic writers, 3 vols., London.
1795 Harrison’s British classicks. Vol. VII., London.
1795 Pigs’ meat; or, lessons for the swinish multitude, London, 2nd ed.
1795 The annual register, or a view of the history, 2 vols., London.
1795 The critical review, London.
1795 The followers of reason vindicated, London.
1795 The manual of liberty: or testimonies in behalf of the rights, London.
1795 The monthly review, London.
1795 The new annual register, London.
1795 The philanthropist, no. 27, London.
1795 Adams, John A view of universal history, from the creation, 3 vols., London.
1795 Burgess,William,minister of the Gos-
pel
The Bible the book of God, Sheffield.
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1795 Connick, John Village sermons on the following important, 2 vols., London.
1795 Davies, Edward Elisa Powell, or trials of sensibility: a series, 2 vols., London.
1795 Dodd, William The beauties of history; or, pictures of virtue, London.
1795 Evans, John, LL.D. A sketch of the several denominations, London.
1795 Fletcher, John The first part of an equal check to Pharisaism, London, 3rd ed.
1795 Foley, Robert A defence of the Church of England, Stourbridge.
1795 Hincks, Thomas Dix Letters addressed to the inhabitants of Cork, .Cork.
1795 Mair, John A compendious geographical and historical, London.
1795 Nugent, Thomas The new pocket―dictionary of the French, London, 9th ed.
1795 O’Keeffe An essay on the progress of human understanding, London.
1795 Oulton, Walley Chamberlain The wonderful story teller or new, London.
1795 Pauw, Cornelius de Philosophical dissertations on the Egyptians...Chinese, 2 vols., London.
1795 Pauw, Cornelius de Selections from M. Pauw, with additions, Bath.
1795 Payne, John An epitome of history; or, a concise view of the, London.
1795 Pigasse, French―master The French preceptor; or, principles, Dublin.
1795 Priestley, Joseph An answer to Mr. Paine’s Age of reason, London.
1795 Valpy, Richard Poetical chronology of ancient and English, London, 2nd ed.
1795 Volney, Constantin―Francois The ruins, or a survey of the..empires, London.
1795 Walker, John The universal gazetteer; being a concise description, London.
1795 Ward, Robert Plumer An enquiry into the foundation..nations in Europe, from the time of the Greeks, 2 vols.,
London.
1795 Watson, Richard Two sermons, preached in the cathedral, London.
1795 Williams, Thomas An historic defence of experimental religion, 2 vols., London.
1796 Elegant extracts: or, useful and entertaining pieces, 2 vols., London.
1796 Historical account of the most celebrated voyages, travels, 20 vols., London.
1796 The beauties of the royal palaces: or, a pocket companion, Windsor.
1796 The ghost, by Felix Phantom, Edinburgh.
1796 The Gleaner: a selection from modern writers, Perth.
1796 The new annual register, London.
1796 A. M. Remarks on revelation & infidelity, Edinburgh.
1796 Adams, John The flowers of ancient history. Comprehending, London, 3rd ed.
1796 Anketell, John Strictures upon Paine’s Age of reason, Dublin.
1796 Auchincloss, John The sophistry of both the first and the second, London.
1796 Brookes, Richard Brookes’ general gazetteer abridged, London.
1796 Brown, John A compendious view of natural and revealed religion, Edinburgh, 2nd ed.
1796 Colquhoun, James, V.D.M. Christian union: or, the apostolic, Glasgow.
1796 Dumouriez , Charles―Freancois Du
Perier
The life of general, 3 vols., London.
1796 Duverger, M.（J） The French compared with the English syntax, London.
1796 Gibbon, Edward Miscellaneous works of Edward Gibbon, 7 vols., Basil
1796 Gill, John A complete body of doctrinal and practical divinity, 3 vols., London.
1796 Godwin, William Enquiry concerning political justice, and its, 2 vols., London.
1796 Graham, William The whole earth filled with the redeemer’s, Newcastle.
1796 Hey, John Lectures in divinity, delivered in the University of Cambridge, 4 vols., Cambridge.
1796 Hincks, Thomas Dix Letters originally addressed to the...defence of revealed religion, London, 2nd ed.
1796 Macleod, Allan The bishop of Landaff’s ”Apology for the Bible”, London.
1796 Mathias, Thomas James The pursuits of literature, or what you, London, 2nd ed.
1796 Mavor, William Historical account fo voyages, 20 vols., London.
1796 Paine, Thomas The works, of Thomas Paine, containing, London.
1796 Ridgeway, William A report of the proceedings in cases of high, Dublin.
1796 Saint Pierre, Bernardin de. Studies of nature. By James―Henry.., 5 vols., London.
1796 Saurin, Jacques Sermons translated from the original French, 6 vols., London.
1796 Taylor, Thomas An answer to the first part of the age of reason, Manchester.
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1796 Voney, Constantin―Francois The ruins: or a survey of the, London, 3rd ed.
1796 Watkins, John, LL.D. The peeper; a collection of essay, moral, London.
1797 Bell’s British theatre. Consisting of the most esteemed English, 34 vols., London.
1797 Biographical anecdotes of the founders of the French, 2 vols., London.
1797 The Methodist monitor: or, moral and religious repository, 2 vols., Leeds.
1797 The monthly visitor, and entertaining, London.
1797 The new annual register, vol. 18, London.
1797 Adams, Mr. Interesting anecdotes, memoirs, allegories, 12 vols., London.
1797 Barruel, Abbe（augustin） Memoirs, illustrating the history of Jacobinsim, 4 vols., London, 2nd ed.
1797 Brown, John A dictionary of the Holy Bible, 2 vols., Edinburgh.
1797 Browne, Thomas, LL.D. A new classical dictionary, for the use, London.
1797 Bryant, Jacob The sentiments of Philo Judeus concerning the...word of God, Cambridge.
1797 Clarke, John An answer to the question, why are you, London, 5th ed.
1797 English Lady A residence in France, during the years 1792, 2 vols., London.
1797 Gentleman, Robert The young English scholar’s complete.., Kidderminster, 2nd ed.
1797 Howard, Philip The scriptural history of the earth and mankind, London.
1797 Luckombe, Philip The tablet of memory, shewing every...event, London.
1797 Mercier, Louis Sebastien Astaea’s return; or, the halcyon days, London.
1797 Murray, Lindley A key to the exercises adapted to L. Murray’s, York.
1797 Murray, Lindley English exercises, adapted to the Grammar, York.
1797 Okely, William Pyrology; or, the connexion between natural, London.
1797 Paine, Thomas A letter to the Honourable Thomas Erskine, Paris.
1797 Pasquin, Anthony A looking―glass for the Royal family: with...London.
1797 Pasquin, Anthony The pin―basket to the children of Thespis, London.
1797 Robison, John Proofs of a conspiracy against all the religions, Edinburgh.
1797 Sharp, J. The life, opinions, character, and tragic death, London.
1797 Simpson, David A plea for religion, and the sacred writings, Macclesfield.
1797 Staunton, George, Sir An abridged account of the embassy to...China, London.
1797 Staunton, George, Sir An authentic account of an embassy...Emperor of China, 3 vols., London.
1797 Staunton, George, Sir An historical account of the embassy...China, London.
1797 Taylor, Charles The general genteel preceptor: by Francis, 3 vols., London. 2nd ed.
1797 Thomson, Alexander, M.D. Dialogues in a library, London.
1797 Walker, John Elements of geography, and of natural and civil, Dublin. 3rd ed.
1797 Watson, Richard A defence of revealed religion, in two sermons, London.
1798 A report of the whole proceedings on the trial of Henry, Dublin.
1798 Considerations on the situation to which Ireland is reduced by, Dublin.
1798 Selections from the most celebrated foreign literary journals, 2 vols., London.
1798 The critical review, London.
1798 Andrewes, Gerrard A sermon preached at the anniversary..., London.
1798 Browne, Arthur Miscellaneous sketches: or, hints for essays, 2 vols., London.
1798 Butler, Alban The lives of the primitive fathers, martyrs, 12 vols., Edinburgh.
1798 Curtis, apothecary Revelation, the best foundation for morals, Edinburgh.
1798 Disraeli, Isaac Curiosities of literature. consisting of anecdotes, 2 vols., London, 4th ed.
1798 Godwin, William Enquiry concerning political justice, and its, 2 vols., London.
1798 Halyburton, Thomas Natural religion insufficient; and revealed, Montrose.
1798 Hutton, George An appeal to the nation, on the subject of...William Wilberforce, Nottingham.
1798 Saint―Pierre, Bernardin Studies of nature, Dublin.
1798 Jardine, David B. Sermons, by the late Rev. David Jardine, 2 vols., Bristol.
1798 Knox, Vicesimus Christian philosophy: or, an attempt to.., London, 3rd ed.
1798 Marsh, Ebenezer Grant An oration, on the truth of the Mosaic, Hartford.
1798 Pennant, Thomas The view of Hindoostan, 4 vols., London.
1798 Simpson, John Thoughts on the novelty, the excellence, and, ..Christian religion, Bath.
1798 Thomson, Alexander, M.D. Letters of a traveller, on the various...Europe, Asia, and Africa, London.
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1798 VanBraamHouckgeest, AndreEveer- An authentic account ..Dutch East―India Company, 2 vols., London.
ard van
1798 Walpole, Horace The works of Horatio Walpole, 5 vols., London.
1798 Wilkinson, Joshua L. Joshua Lucock The wanderer; or...result and occurrences of a ramble on foot, 2 vols., London.
1799 Eastern anecdotes of exemplary characters, with sketches, London.
1799 Satirical, humourous, and familiar pieces. Prose., Ludlow.
1799 The critical review, London.
1799 The new London review; or, monthly, London.
1799 The young gentleman’s & lady’s magazine, or universal, 2 vols., London.
1799 Aikin, John General biography; or lives, critic and historical, 10 vols., London.
1799 Asiatic Society of Bengal Asiatic researches; or, transactions...Bengal, for inquiring into the history, 20 vols., Lon-
don.
1799 Barry, Edward The friendly call of truth and reason to a new, Reading.
1799 Barry, James A letter to the Dilettanti Society, respecting the, London.
1799 Belsham, William Essays philosophical and moral, historical, 2 vols., London.
1799 Boswell, James The life of Samuel Johnson, LL.D... 4 vols., London, 3rd ed.
1799 Butler, Alban Lives of saints, selected and abridged, 2 vols., Newcastle upon Tyre.
1799 Jones, William, Sir The works of Sir William Jones, 6 vols., London.
1799 Kett, Henry History the interpreter of prophecy, or, a view, 3 vols., Oxford.
1799 Levizac, Jean―Pons―Victor Lecoutz
de.
A theoretical and practical...the French tongue, in which the present usage, London.
1799 Mathias, Thomas James Works of the author of The pursuits, Dublin.
1799 Royal Society Philosophical transactions: giving, London.
1799 Saint Pierre, Bernardin de. Beauties of Saint Pierre: selected, London.
1799 Saint Pierre, Bernardin de. Studies of nature, 3 vols., London.
1799 Smellie, William The philosophy of natural history, Edinburgh.
1799 Sturch, William Apeleutherus; or, an effort to attain intellectual, London.
1799 Thomson, James The rise, progress, and consequences, of the, Edinburgh.
1799 Vosgien An historical and biographical dictionary, 4 vols., Cambridge.
1799 Zimmermann, Johann Georg Reflections on men and things, London.
1800 Bonaparte’s reverie: a poetical romance, London.
1800 Roach’s beauties of the poets. No. VI. Owen of Carron, London.
1800 The book of martyrs; or, Christian martyrology, London.
1800 The periplus of the Erythrean sea, 2 vols., London.
1800 The union miscellany; or, elegant extracts in miniature, Preston.
1800 Anquetil, Louis―Pierre A summary of universal history; in nine, 9 vols., London.
1800 Bowdler, Elizabeth Stuart Practical observations on the revelation of St. John, Bath.
1800 Brewer, George The rights of the poor considered, London.
1800 Brookes, Richard The general gazetteer; or, compendious, London, 11th ed.
1800 Brown, John A new historical, geographical, chronological, 2 vols., Montrose.
1800 Campbell, Robert The glory of Christ displayed in the...sermon, Edinburgh.
1800 Castera, Jean―Henri The life of Catharine II. Empress of Russia, 3 vols., London.
1800 Collier, William Poems on various occasions; with translations, 2 vols., London.
1800 Dobbs, Francis A summary of universal history from the.., 9 vols., London.
1800 Dunsford, Martin Miscellaneous observations, in the course of, Tiverton.
1800 Feller, Francois―Xavier The philosophical catechism, 3 vols., Dublin.
1800 Franklin, J. The history of ancient and modern Egypt, 3 vols., Newcastle on Tyne.
1800 Haweis, Thomas An impartial and succinct history of the rise, 3 vols., London.
1800 Herder, Johann Gottried Outlines of a philosophy of the history, London.
1800 Hirzel, Hans Caspar The rural Socrates; or an account of a...philosophical farmer, Hallowell.
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